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Biden’s “Non-binary” Nuke Waste Chief Charged in
Second Luggage Theft
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Joe Biden’s nuclear waste chief might think
of a better sideline than moonlighting as a
luggage thief. 

Cops have again collared “non-binary” Sam
Brinton, the Energy Department official who
wears dresses, heels, and red lipstick to
work and public functions. This time,
authorities allege, he tried to swipe a bag at
Harry Reid International Airport in Las
Vegas.

Cops have charged him with a felony.

Brinton is already charged in connection
with the theft of a bag from the airport in
Minneapolis. That caper was caught on
surveillance video.

The arrest should surprise no one. Brinton is a deranged sexual degenerate. And he’s just one of many
floating around in the Biden administration’s big bowl of fruit loops.

D Felony

Details are sketchy, but KLAS TV in Las Vegas reported the arrest late yesterday.

“A felony warrant was issued for Sam Brinton, a deputy assistant secretary, sources said. The charge is
for grand larceny with a value between $1,200 and $5,000, records showed.”

That crime is a category D felony in Nevada and carries the following penalties:

A category D felony is a felony for which a court shall sentence a convicted person to
imprisonment in the state prison for a minimum term of not less than 1 year and a maximum
term of not more than 4 years. In addition to any other penalty, the court may impose a fine
of not more than $5,000, unless a greater fine is authorized or required by statute.

Category D felonies are the fourth most serious in the Silver State.

Brinton might have a tough time working a plea bargain on the case, because he faces a felony charge
for the same crime in Minneapolis.

Flying to Europe With Vera

Not reported is whether Brinton was caught on surveillance cameras, as he was when he purloined a
Vera Bradley bag in Minneapolis.

In that case, he hadn’t checked a bag, so he needn’t have gone to the baggage claim. Then again, why
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should a girl travel with a heavy bag when she can snag one when the plane lands?

That, cops allege, is what Brinton did. Indeed, he not only swiped the suitcase and took it home, but
also used it on a trip to Europe. Surveillance video caught that, too.

Brinton’s droll exchange with cops is about what one would expect. When a cop called Brinton and
asked him if he “took anything that did not belong” to him, he flat-out lied.

“Not that I know of,” he said, the complaint alleges. “If I had taken the wrong bag, I am happy to return
it,” he told the cop, “but I don’t have any clothes for another individual. That was my clothes when I
opened the bag.” 

Two hours later, Brinton called the cop and confessed that he wasn’t “completely honest,” but added
that he took the bag because he mistook it for one of his own.

Except, again, that Brinton didn’t check a bag.

Slap in the Face

A deranged individual involved in sadism and something called pup play, Brinton supports underage
prostitution for homosexual boys. When federal agents raided a website called Rentboy, the cross-
dresser with a cue ball twisted his panties into a knot.

Prostitution, he averred, is the boys’ only “lifeline out of homelessness, despair, and the dangers of
living on the street.” Indeed, the underage prostitutes’ “main source of income has been ripped away
due to irresponsible and archaic views of sex work.”

Brinton is just one of the Biden administration’s overt attacks on the sensibilities of normal Americans.

The first sign that Biden was serious about permitting sex deviants a major role in determining public
policy, including that for the military, was the appointment of a cross-dresser to run the Defense
Department’s transition from the Trump administration.

Then came the appointment of Richard Levine, who calls himself “Rachel,” as assistant secretary for
Health and Human Services, which makes him the nation’s No. 2 health official. Levine wants
“transgender” kids to get dangerous puberty blockers and mutilating, irreversible surgeries such as
mastectomies and penectomies.

More recently, he urged pediatricians to become tranny propagandists.

Biden’s secretary of transportation is homosexual Pete Buttigieg, whose “husband” was caught on video
grooming school kids.

Another top flamer is Demetre Daskalakis, who runs the administration’s monkeypox program.
Daskalakis is a professional homosexual who wears satanic attire.

The fruits and nuts also include White House spokesman Karine Jean-Pierre. A Haitian immigrant, the
woman delivering Biden’s ridiculous talking points is a lesbian who is raising a child with CNN big shot
Suzanne Malveaux.
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Biden recently sat for an interview with a demented man called Dylan Mulvaney, who documents his
transition to girlhood on social media, a saga that includes his playing with dolls.

The Biden State Department spent more than $20,000 to promote drag shows in Ecuador.

Worst of all, though, Biden directly attacked the capability of the U.S. military by opening up the armed
services to “transgenders.”

As Donald Trump, Jr. quipped over a video of another of Biden’s picks, “the adults are back in charge.”

H/T: Newsweek
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